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Abstract

International shipping industry is a service industry with high investment risk. The
shipping investment is one of the most important one in the shipping business
activities, which covers overall production and management, adjustment of fleet
restructuring and decision-making activities of transport capacity in the shipping
company. Investment strategy in ships has a direct impact on the entire process from
the ship purchase by the shipping companies to the operation and management by
the shipping companies, which will directly affect the operational efficiency of the
enterprises for future development. In view of the fact that international shipping
market is vulnerable to the impact of world economy and international trade as well as
other factors, moreover, the investment environment of international shipping is
complex and multilevel, the international shipping market is highly cyclical and volatile,
the pricy ship itself, the long payback period, and some uncertain factors, which
makes the ship investment projects face quite a few risks against a backdrop of
intricate international shipping market. Therefore, for the investors in ship, probe into
the theory and method of ship investment decision in international shipping under
uncertain circumstances is of great theoretical and practical significance for shipping
companies to improve their competitive edge and risk resistance.
In the estimation of shipping investment, preferences of decision makers to the risk
level and various programs result, to a large degree, will affect the final result.
Therefore, the introduction of utility theory into analysis of the risk in ship investment
will be more persuasive and scientific.
Based on the above-mentioned, nature of shipping investment itself

and the risk of

several possible risks investment projects faces were analyzed in the essay, and two
utility functions of risk-averse investors is put forward combined with utility theory, and
a brand new ship investment risk model is established with the use of Bayesian
analysis. In this paper, Bayesian analysis, is introduced to get the optimal proposal of
minimizing the risks the ship investment project faces after the investment taking into
iv
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various factors and decision-makers’ preference full account.
In view of the analysis into the international shipping market and the characteristics of
shipping investment, a new research into shipping investment risk is presented, which
provides a scientific and feasible method for decision-making on shipping investment.

Keywords: shipping investment risk
Bayesian analysis

utility function

forecasting
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background Information

International shipping, part and parcel in the world economy and international trade,
has made tremendous contributions to the world economy and rapid development of
international trade. 90% of transportation task in international trade is all undertaken
by international shipping, covering various countries and regions around the world,
and production, operation and investment activities in multinational corporations are
almost totally dependent on the international shipping. Both now and in the future,
international shipping is also a major means and indispensable condition for achieving
the world economic integration and globalization of international trade. In the history
of world’s economic development, the important position and role of international
shipping is not only confirmed by practice of some developed countries, but by that of
the newly industrialized and developing countries. Therefore, whether economically
developed countries, newly industrialized or developing countries, they are already
fully aware of the supportive and aiding role of shipping industry on the national
economy, and many countries or regions clearly designates the international shipping
industry as pillar industry in nationally and regionally.

Many countries in the world do the shipping investment one after another, implement
the policy of protection and support on the shipping, and take it as one of the
important strategies for economic revitalization and development, and therefore
modern shipping industry has been witnessing unprecedented development. From
2000 to 2002, the Greek ship owners ordered about 1,000 new vessels with a total
investment of $ 32 billion, and have profited greatly from the operation of new ships.

1
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Figure 1.1 Cancellation rate of order fell
Resource: Clarkson

Figure 1.2 Delivery plans
Resource: Clarkson
It can be learned from Figure 1.1, during 6 years from 2004 to 2010, the new
shipbuilding orders in the world fell after financial crisis breaking, many ship owners
cancel the orders. Because of no cargo for new vessels delivered transporting and
cash expenditure was huge since 2008, ship owner suffered heavy loose. But with the
economic recovering, the cancellation rate of order is reducing significantly. In Figure
1.2, it reflects the situation concerning delivery plans of four types of bulk ship, but it
can also reflect the whole market situation. Ship companies ordered a large number
of large container ships, almost accounting for 60% of the existing ship fleet. Such a
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huge capital investment, without doubt the ship owners must have to determine
whether they could obtain a satisfactory return on investment before investment.
However, the shipping investment has some features such as the large capital
investment projects with long payback period, and other uncertain factors, the turmoil
in international financial market and the shipping market will bring a variety of risks,
which are most often difficult to predict. Therefore, the application of scientific and
rational risk analysis methods is essential for the risk analysis of ship investment
projects. The identification of various existing risk in investment projects, and
pre-estimate of the risk and ultimately the risk assessment, and it will result in the final
decision.

It is mentioned in Handbook of Industrial Feasibility Study compiled by United Nations
Industrial Development Organization that uncertainty analysis must be carried out in
the evaluation for investment results of the proposed investment projects. The current
risk analysis methods for shipping investment projects mainly include profit and loss
breakeven analysis, sensitivity analysis and probabilistic analysis. However, the
ultimate decision-making in the project depends largely on the decision-maker's
subjective attitude. If the utility function describing the risk attitude of decision-makers
can be into the risk evaluation of shipping investment projects, then the decision will
result in more authenticity.

In view of this, on the basis of analysis into shipping investment risks and its
factors the risk decision-making model for shipping investment is established aiming
to put forward a new method and mentality of investment conducting and
decision-making under risky circumstances in the paper, so that investors can better
grasp the shipping investment risk, provide a useful reference investment practices
for the shipping companies.

3
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1.2 Status quo of Research

Frankel E G (1989) pointed out the request, cost, freight and uncertain factors which
influence the decision of vessel investment should be considered before. The article
research risk factors and the process of deciding in appraising of shipping project
Investors’ preference for risk varies, and discount rate cannot be reasonably identified;
generally in the practice of companies’ investment decision-making, the practice of
hurdle rate will be introduced, namely, select a hurdle rate higher than the cost of
capital as the discount rate to calculate the present value of cash flow in the project,
and then use the net present value method for evaluation. The practice of using
hurdle rate indicates that company realized the problems of traditional NPV in the
investment business practice, and thus only did investment when the net present
value is "large enough". But the hurdle rate is determined empirically. If the cash flow
is in a non-linear under certain risky factors, then its volatility is a function of the risk
factors level, hence the calculation of the risk premium cannot be achieved. Flexible
management leads to the non-linear cash flow, which makes the calculation of
expected cash flows is very difficult. When fluctuations in cash flow is required for the
discounted expected cash flows on risk-free interest rate plus average risk premium,
and therefore CAPM equilibrium model will be applied, the results are also very
dependent on assumptions. Taking into account the various enterprises with different
cost structures by different companies, the calculation process and results are
different, short of regularity method.

Stopford (1997) suggests that Shipping market cycle theory in Maritime Economic. He
believes that environment factors could be divided into four kinds. And if there is
enough information given concerning the factors, it will be forecasted reasonably.
Meanwhile, he found shipping market cycle theory by analyzing freight rate in 125
years from 1896 to 1994. In shipping market, there is a cycle including through,

4
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recovery, peak and collapse, which is not irregularity.

Cullinance (1992) used the autoregressive fractional integrated moving average
model constructing BFI model. It considers that BDI is stationary time series with one
degree difference equation

Kavussanos (1997) researched on volatility of secondhand bulk ship price. The paper
regarded that logarithm of second hand price satisfied random walk

Currently the risk analysis methods for investment projects are mainly the uncertainty
analysis, also includes break-even analysis, sensitivity analysis, probabilistic analysis.
Break-even analysis also known as analysis of BEP or CVP analysis, is based on the
comprehensive analysis of constraints among the volume of business products
(output or sales), costs, profits, which is a mathematical analysis used to predict
profits, control costs, determine the operation of the business situation. Classification
of break-even analysis is the following: 1. in accordance with using the different
methods of analysis it is divided into: graphic method and the formula method; 2. in
accordance with analysis of the functional relationship between the different elements:
linear and nonlinear break-even analysis; 3. in accordance with analysis of the
number of product varieties it can be divided into single products analysis and
multi-product break-even analysis; 4. according to whether to consider the time value
of money it is divided into: static and dynamic break-even analysis. Application of
breakeven analysis into risk analysis for the shipping investment projects is primarily
aimed to find out profit and loss point of transport volume, freight price and operation
costs and so on in shipping investments, to judge the risk under the interaction of
uncertain risky factors Sensitivity analysis is one in the evaluation of the risk of a
project, the commonly used variable factor internal rate of return, to determine the
cost of ship price and capital costs within a certain range. However, this method does
not take into account probability factors of change, and there is a large subjective and
arbitrary feature in the calculations and analysis, and thus research and investigation
5
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work in advance will need to be done, full attention should be given to all the
dependencies between factors. Probability analysis are generally used for
comparison between the various calculations on the basis of decision-making data
and the standard value determined by investors, the situation worse than the bench
level value is considered to be negative, all inferior to the sum-up of probability in
benchmark value, and it means the size of the risk in the project.

The above-mentioned three methods are not considered into the preferences of
consequences and risk attitudes on the programs by investors. The final choice of
projects and programs depends largely on the subjective attitude of decision-makers,
especially when the benefits and risks of the program cannot be identical, which will
make the results of these two points with their different importance a big difference,
the problem has already been attracted the attention by a growing number of
researchers. Thus utility theory is gradually introduced to risk analysis of investment
projects. In the analysis of investment decisions the utility function is used to quantify
the risk attitude of decision-makers, to balance return and risk, and thus to optimal
selection of investment projects.

Utility theory is one adopted by the leader in the choice of proposals for
decision-making program. Decision-making is often impacted by subjective
awareness of the leader, and the leader in decision-making is supposed to expect
their environment and future development prospects, and respond to possible loss
and interest, and in kilometers science, the unique view, feeling, reaction or interest of
profit and loss by the leaders are known as utility. As a matter of fact, the utility
reflects the leader's attitude to risk. High risks are generally associated with high
income. Treatment of a number of programs, and different leadership will take a
different attitude and choices.

However, the papers featuring application of utility theory into analysis of investment
risk in shipping investment are rare. The primary application of risk assessment
6
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methods in shipping investment are subjective evaluation methods from the
qualitative perspective, and it just shows how to help shipping companies to
accumulate wealth and how to leverage use of corporate funds and other basic
strategy, probes into the evaluation method of investment return rate and the static
method of investment payback period, which are not taken into consideration the time
value of capital or the risk, and it belongs to determinative static methods of ship
investment risk assessment.
After 1970, with the further understanding of time value, more scientific method of
dynamic risk assessment on shipping investment was developed. Some scholars
have referred to the applied utility theory for selection of the programs, put forward the
expected return and variance to judge the merits and demerits of the program, and
select the programs with larger expected returns and smaller variance for the optimal
solution, and when a program compared with other programs the expected profit
reaches maximum, and meanwhile the variance reach its maximum, then the
effectiveness of decision-makers should be analyzed. But it only simply put forward
the views of the applied utility theory, but quite the reverse it did not give specific
model and methods. Another example is in the China Bulk Shipping Co. Ltd has
adopted a non-dynamic approach under circumstances of overall optimal investment
in the shipping market, that is, to put three categories of investment like long-term
rental period, a single voyage charter (FIO clause) and freight futures as aggregation
of investors portfolio while analyzing the risk in dry bulk chartering market, and
portfolio investment as investors set of information, use Marko Vitz portfolio theory
and introduce utility theory to determine the best portfolio of investors. But it only
applies to portfolio investment risk analysis which meets the conditions, and it has
limitations. From the viewpoint of the portfolio, Wang Xueguang (2002) established
the mathematic portfolio model of transport ships, conducted the analysis using
portfolio investment scheme between the expected revenue and variance, put forward
the preference on the benefits and risks by different decision-makers in the choice of
proposals, use diversified investment and management strategy by the transport

7
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ships for shipping enterprises to solve the problem of risk prevention for shipping
investment.

1.3 Research Content

Based on the above background information, on the basis of randomicity of major
factors was taken into full account in the shipping investment risk in the paper, the
utility theory was directly introduced into the model, the use of Bayesian risk decision
into the establishment of model for shipping investment risk decision-making, which
aims to conduct some theoretical exploration and research into investment decision in
the shipping industry and blaze a new trail for probe into the shipping investment risk.

The overview of shipping investment and main content of shipping investment
decisions was briefly introduced in the paper and then several types of risks the ship
investment may face was described. And then utility theory together with the utility
function was mentioned, which gave an analysis of how to apply utility theory into the
investment decisions, focusing on the necessity of application of expected utility
model in the risk decision-making of shipping investment, and illustrated their specific
application through the examples of UO shipping company.

Due to the randomicity of various factors affecting shipping investment, obtaining of
the probability distribution of each factor is more often than not based on
decision-makers’ experience, accuracy of the analysis can be greatly improved on
condition that it can be processed through new impressions factors. Bayesian method
has such characteristics precisely. Freight price-the main factors influencing the
shipping investment figured out through analysis in the paper, together with the use of
Bayesian methods for risk analysis, risk decision-making model for shipping
investment was established for investors on the basis of different forms of utility

8
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functions. Finally the purpose of actual application of UO's case to verify the model is
to show that the model is the scientific and can be put into practice.

In this paper, the model probed into aims to: (1) It will be different from the traditional
methods of combining the risk analysis with effectiveness evaluation as two separate
stages of analysis in the project evaluation, on the contrary, combine the two into one
model; (2) It can amend the project and make decision-making results more accurate
through the access to the information main factors affecting the shipping investment.

The framework for the thesis:

9
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Chapter 2 Investment Risk Analysis of Ships
2.1 The characteristics of investment in ships

Shipping investment is a primary and essential part of economic activities of shipping
companies, is foundation for shipping companies to be engaged in passengers and
cargo transportation business.Ship is the fundamental means of production to provide
transportation services, shipping companies has the ownership and use rights by ship
investment, and then achieve the supply capacity of the shipping market and
participate in the operation of the shipping business market.

Shipping investment is just the same as the other investment activities, that is,
investment in international shipping must have the principal or main body of
investment activities, namely, the international shipping investors. In the field of
international shipping, investment body is mainly composed by the shipping
companies, of course, including some other non-shipping companies like a number of
cargo owner companies, trading companies, companies or financial entities. In some
cases, due to the huge investment involved, it would appear the situation of
investment body formed by several economic entities to joint ventures. Investment
entities probed into in the paper refer to the shipping business.

Investment in shipping industry also has features unique maritime shipping:

2.1.1 Multi-currency investment
Shipping investment is different from investment in other sectors, and it usually has a
wide choice of investment currency available, such as the U.S. dollar, the RMB, Euro

11
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and so on, among which the U.S. dollar is the major currency of payments, settlement
between the shipping companies. In most cases, selection of US dollar for investment
in the custom-made building or purchase of ships tends to be more common. This is
mainly because the international shipping industry often used the U.S. dollar as the
currency payment of sea freight, and therefore, the currency of U.S. dollars are most
often used as an investment currency in international shipping industry to avoid the
possible risks resulted from foreign exchange fluctuations in the process of the ship
building.

2.1.2 Need to invest huge funds
Due to advanced equipment and the huge amount of building materials, ship
investment in international shipping industry usually requires a large capital
investment, such as custom-made building and purchase of a ship will at least take a
few million dollars, and it will cost more than tens millions, or even some 100 million in
capital investments. Especially in today's international shipping market, and large
scale trend for ship has become more common, building or purchase of a large
modern ship will cost hundreds of millions of dollars in investment.

2.1.3 A longer time of expected return by the

ship-owner
Due to large amount of investment volume in the international shipping industry, the
payback period is generally relatively longer. Operation of a ship from the building or
purchase to the recovering of all of its investment funds, to the beginning of absolute
profit, it generally will take at least more than five years, and some even up to ten
years or longer. For example, the investment recovery period for many of our ships
engaged in international shipping is over a decade. And the payback period for some

12
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ships in large international shipping companies is generally some seven or eight
years.

2.1.4 The complex content and operation of investment
Huge amount of investment and long-term payback period in shipping industry
determines the complexity in content and operation of investment. Currently, the
world's shipping companies do shipping investment through government loans, bank
loans and other financing. Therefore, in weighing the various loaning or financing
conditions, the financing mix of a variety of loans, the possible two or more choice of
currency, thus it more increases the complexity in content and operation of ship
investment.

2.1.5 the risk is greater
Investment in international shipping usually have a greater investment risk, which is
mainly caused by three aspects of reasons: 1. Since the huge changes in the
international shipping market, investments in the market peak can be expected to
obtain a better income, likewise, when the shipping market is in a ebb, then it will give
investors greater investment risk; 2. Since the capital investment and recovery in
building or purchase of ships will go through a long process to the final recovery
period, during which a variety of unexpected risks will possibly occur, such as
changes in international trade, political, military, economic changes or other changes
in different countries or regions, all of which at any time will bring a variety of
investment risks to investors; 3. Due to changes in foreign exchange rates, for the
international shipping investment may involve the exchange of different currencies, so
whether it is in the construction of the ship, or in the operation of the ship, exchange
rate risk arising from foreign exchange rates may occur at any time.

13
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2.1.6 High randomicity in the market, and timing for
investment is hard to master
Shipbuilding market and ship purchase market, as the relevant market in the shipping
industry, will share mutual influence, interaction and co-existence with one another.
With market change variation, the law of change in shipping purchase market and
shipbuilding market usually lags behind the changes of the basic market in shipping
industry or similar to the shipping industry, freight rate in basic shipping market or
changes in rents will have a direct impact on shipping cost, which make it more
difficult to grasp the timing of the shipping investment. How to master the timing of
shipping investment hinges on the forecast and analysis of future results in
circumstances of shipping market.

2.2 Shipping Investment Risk Analysis

2.2.1 What is the investment risk
Investment means risk, and it is because the environment in which the activities to
achieve investment objectives is complex and volatile, and in the process of achieving
the objective, there will have quite a few unexpected circumstances, which are also
the constraint factors to the achievement of investment objectives. Investment risk
refers to possibilities of an economic loss and unrecoverable investment, the
expected revenue by investors in the process of investment or after investment. The
reason why investment is risky lies in investment in itself determines the time point to
recover the funds invested minus the time point in investment is equal to a long or
short time difference, during which it may occur many factors, making the funds that
should be recovered is less than the expected returns, there may be completely
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beyond recovery of their funds. Investment risk is as a result of the uncertainty of
return on investment, and investment risk is a positive proportion with the length of
time, the size of investment volume. The longer the duration, the greater the
investment volume, and the greater the dispersion of recovery, and thus the greater
the investment risk.

2.2.2 Overview of ship investment risk
Ship investment has high risk, for shipping investment projects has generally some
features like huge amount of investment, long duration, recovery period reaching for
up to a couple of years or ten years. During this recovery period, the shipping
investment will not only be impacted by ship-building market fluctuations in a short
term, but by the financial markets, changes in shipping market in the long run. In
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, it respectively reflects the Clarksea Index in January 2005
through September 2010, average secondhand price / new shipbuilding price
concerning bulk ships in recent years. Clarksea Index is data released by the
Clarkson, a British shipbuilding and authoritative agencies for maritime analysis, is
composite indicator measuring the average rental income of tankers, bulk carriers and
container ships, which comprehensively reflects the state of the international shipping
market. It can be seen from the figure that both freight index and second-hand ship
shipbuilding price/ new building ship price index are highly volatile. Take Clarkson
international shipping freight index for example, the highest point (more than 45,000 $
/ day) is over four times the lowest level (less than $ 5,000 / day) with violent
fluctuation. Vibration in the international shipping market will have a direct impact on
the shipping business income, affecting result of decision-making on international
shipping investment.

15
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Figure 2.1 The Change of ClarkSea Index
Resource:
Clarkson

Figure 2.2 The change of average secondhand prices/ new building
prices
16
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Resource: Clarkson
From the use of investment funds, due to the higher income of ship investment with
competitiveness, so it’s necessary to balance investment returns and investment risk.
And Shipping companies will generally face several types of risk when investing:

2.2.2.1

Cost risk

The fixed costs in the investment of international shipping are mainly and
ship-building costs and chartering costs. Shipbuilding costs is not only influenced by
supply and demand ratio in the shipping industry, but also by the international steel
prices. Steel occupies a very high proportion in the raw materials used for the
shipbuilding, the proportion of purchasing cost of steel reaches more than 60% in the
entire ship procurement, the steel price volatility is closely related with the price of
new ships. In Figure 3 to 4, it reflects the international and domestic steel price
volatility conditions of CRU. It can be seen that the international steel prices fluctuate
irregularly, and the steel price volatility resulted in the fluctuations in the prices of new
ships, which bring the risks to the shipbuilding cost.
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Figure 2.3 The comparison of steel index between inland and world
Resource: Clarkson

2.2.2.2

Fuel price risk

Fuel costs are currently the largest single operating expense in the cost of shipping
operation, which accounts for above 40% of the total operation cost. With the
increasing shortage of petroleum resources, constantly rising fuel prices, the cost of
marine fuel is rising from time to time, and the proportion of shipping fuel costs in the
cost of shipping enterprises is escalating accordingly. Likewise, the uncertainty by
fluctuation in fuel price of ship on volatility of shipping companies is growing. In Figure
2.4, it shows the volatility of fuel prices in the world's major suppliers of marine fuel
Singapore (about 20% of the world's fuel supply) in 2008 through 2010, and from
September, 2008 to February, 2009, the price fluctuations of 180CST reached 500
USD / Ton, the impact of marine fuel price fluctuations on the risk of cost is very clear
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Figure 2.4 Singapore fuel prices
Resource:http://www.polymer.cn/polymernews/2010-4-14/_201041410052537
6_2.htm

Financial Market Risk

As international shipping investment has the features like a large amount of
investment with long recovery period, so financing, loans and other financial
behaviors in the investment process is quite common. In the meantime, the risks of
financial behaviors will greatly influence decisions on the shipping investment, and it
includes two main areas: interest rate risk and exchange rate risk. Interest rate risk:
As the financing cycle of the shipping companies is generally relatively long, and in
the duration of financing, international or domestic interest rate market may
experience one as well as several cycles of rebound. The financing cost in shipping
business will fluctuate with periodic volatility, and the fluctuations in repay of capital
and interest will have a great influence on the cash flow of shipping companies,
leading to financial risk. As for 8200TEU container ship with a cost of $ 9600 million,
the difference between high interest rates and interest rates will reach $ 5,750,400 a
year. Shipping companies must take measures to avoid such risks. Exchange rate
risk: Investment in international shipping enterprises is different from that in other
industries, and it usually has a wide choice of investment currency, for instance, the
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U.S. dollar, German mark, Japanese yen, etc, and all kinds of currency exchange rate
is most often in the frequent changes, which brings risk of loss to investors.The
majority of commercial loans in shipping industry are the currencies of dollars or
Euros, but it may require the Japanese shipyard to pay shipbuilding funds in
yen-denominated currency. At present, facing the appreciation pressure of RMB
currency, the domestic shipyards asks the ship-owners to pay in RMB avoiding
exchange rate losses. For example, in early 2000 the Yangtse River Shipping Industry
Co. used the Japanese yen loans to build container ship with 4500TEU in Japan, then
the price of building for per vessel was 8.1 billion yen, with the exchange rate of 120:1
which is equivalent to some $ 6750 million, but due to the fact that the yen rose
sharply against the dollar to 100:1 with an increase of 20%, then the losses for a
single vessel amounted to $ 13,500,000. It is quite evident that exchange rate
fluctuations had a tremendous impact on the ship investment.

2.2.2.3

Market Risk

Investment returns on international shipping usually comes from freight income or
charter income. As volatility of international shipping market by fluctuations in freight
and charter price, then it has brought a certain amount of risk to the returns on the
international shipping business. Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 Influence the freight
fluctuating sharply. When there are higher rents or the freight in shipping industry, the
shipping companies may obtain higher profits, and the same is the case when lower
profits with lower and even negative rents or freight. International shipping market has
always been in the regular process of change like doldrums, recovery, high-rise,
shrinking, low, in which cyclical changes, during which the key for the owner to make
successful investment lies in the choice of investment opportunity and the timing of
ship disposal. For example, the Evergreen choose the way of a great mass chartered
ships to carry out operations before the year 2008 and to put funds to build new ships
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after the outbreak of financial crisis, which made it possible for them to seize the time
to purchase the boat with low prices at a low ebb, thus avoiding a great loss.

Figure 2.5 Chart of BDI, BCI, BPI, BSI and BHI
Resource: Clarkson
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Figure 2.6 Change rule of Clarkson, order book and contracting
Resource: Clarkson
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Chapter 3 The Application of Utility Theory in Vessel
Investment
3.1 Overview of Utility Theory
3.1.1 Utility and utility function

The concept of utility was first put forward by Bernoulli. He published the paper of
Description of A New Theory of Risk Measurement in 1738, which explored the
logarithmic relation between people’s consideration on the real value of their money
and their amount of money. Regarding people’s attitude towards wealth, its utility
linear does not increase as the quantity increases. The utility of wealth increases at
regressive growth rate as the amount of wealth increases. In today’s economic
theories, it is the famous law of diminishing marginal utility. Here, the utility refers to
the usefulness of people.

The utility is decision maker’s quantification of consequence preference under risks.
However, the occurrence of consequences is not certain, which is caused by the
uncertainty of state.

Cn ，n=1,2,…,n

——consequences of all n possibilities of the decision-making
problem a
n

pn

—— is the probability of consequences C1 , C2 ,...Cn ,

p

n

=1

n 1

P   p1,C1 ; p2 , C2 ;...; pn , Cn  ——refers to the probability distribution of all the
consequences. In other words, the consequence C1 occurs with probability p1 , the
consequence C2 occurs with probability p2 …，the consequence Cn occurs with
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probability pn . P is called Prospect.

All sets of prospect are called as P. Set P has the following properties:

Table 3.1 Properties of Set P
1. Under the convex linear combination, P is 2. All degraded probability
distributions belong to P.
closed. In other words, if P1  P, P2  P , when

0    1 ，it will be

 P1  (1   )P2  P

Then, we can define the utility of P as follows:
Definition: the utility function of P is the real value function defined of P:
(l)It is identical with the precedence relation of P, if all
only when

P1 , P2  P

, it will be

P1  P2

u  P1   u  P2 

(2) It is linear in P. In other words, if P1 , P2  P , and 0    1 , it will be

u   P1 + 1-  P2  = u  P1   1    u  P2 
If the above definition is expanded to general conditions, the linear of function u can
be

expressed

as:

u   i , Pi  = u  Pi 

if

Pi  P

and

i  0，i=1,...,m, i  1 , it will be

b  b 2  4ac
2a

It should be noted that: not all precedence relations of P have the same utility as it has.
Only when the precedence relation of P is in line with the following four axioms, it can
have the same utility. These four axioms are called as rational behavior axioms,
namely:

Axiom 1: precedence relations in P are connected. In other words, if P1 , P2  P , or

P1  P2 , or P1  P2 , or P1 ~ P2 .
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Axiom 2: precedence relations in P are transitive. In other words, if P1 , P2 , P3  P , and

P1  P2 , P2  P3 , then it must be P1  P3 .

Axiom 3: if

P1 , P2 : and Q  P , and 0<p<1, then

P1  P2

only when

pP1  (1  p)Q  pP2  (1  p )Q
Axiom 4: if P1 , P2 and P3  P , and P1  P2  P3 , then p and q existing, when 0<p<l
and 0<q<1, it will be pP1  (1  p) P3  P2  qP1  (1  p) P3

The significances of the above four axioms: Axiom 1 ensures that all elements of P
can be compared in pairs, and there are no elements that can not be compared.
Axiom 2 ensures that all elements of P can be arranged in accordance with a certain
precedence relation. If some elements have no difference, they can be arranged at
the same position. Sets that are in line with the above two Axioms can be called Total
Order Set. Axiom 3 indicates that the precedence relation between two prospects with
same probability distribution ( ( p, P1 , (1  p), Q) and ( p, P2 , (1  p), Q ) ) depends on
the precedence relation of their consequences P1 and P2 , whether this prospect is
simple or complex. The complex prospect takes other prospects P1 , P2 and Q as its
consequences. Axiom 4 means that no consequence is infinitely better than all other
consequences, and no consequence is infinitely worse than all other consequences.

3.1.2 Composition of the utility function

Economic management experts use utility to measure people’s subjective values,
attitudes, and preferences on some things. The utility value is a relative indicator,
normally requires: the utility value of decision maker’s most favorite, preferred and
interested things (events) is given 1; while the most uninterested…is given 0. If the
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decision-making is conducted under risks, decision makers’ attitudes towards risks
are different. Using utility indicator to quantify decision makers’ attitudes towards risks
can allow each decision maker to construct the utility function of his attitude towards
risks, and the utility curve can be depicted.
The construction of decision makers’ utility function can use the following steps:

Conditions: C1 , C2 ,..., Cn ——a finite number of consequences, there is certain
precedence relation between them. This relation meets
the rational behavior axiom.

u ——linear real-valued function, it is identical with the
precedence relation of P. This function is the utility function
of P. The value used to set utility needs to determine
equivalent.

Determine the equivalent:
The decision-maker obtains a certain The decision-maker has a chance to
consequence C1

draw a lottery, he gets consequence C2
with probability p, and consequence C1
with

probability

1-p,

namely

( p, C2 ; (1  p), C3 )

If the decision maker believes that these two cases are equivalent, then the
determined consequence C1 is called the determined equivalent of lottery draw

( p, C2 ; (1  p), C3 ) , and the determined equivalent can be expressed as:
C1 ~ ( p, C2 ; (1  p ), C3 )

With the aid of the determined equivalent of lottery draw, we can use the following
steps to determine the utility of consequence. It can be some consequence of the
lottery draw or the determined equivalent of the lottery draw. It also supposes the
26
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C1 and C2 as known, and they are u (C1 )  1 and

u (C2 )  0 respectively.

C1  C3  C2 ,then  p1 ， 0  p1  1 ， C3 ~ p1C1  (1  p1 )C2 ，so：
u  C3   p1u (C1 )  (1  p1 )u  C2   p1

As for the consequence C3 , if C1  C2  C3 ,then- p2 ， 0  p2  1 ，

C2 ~ p2C1  (1  p2 )C3 ，so ： u  C2   p2u (C1 )  (1  p2 )u  C3  then：
u  C3    p2 /(1  p1 )

As for the consequence C3 ,if C3  C1  C2 ,then- p3 ， 0  p3  1 ，

C1 ~ p3C3  (1  p3 )C2 ，so： u  C1   p3u (C3 )  (1  p3 )u  C2  then： u  C1   1/ p3

The determined equivalent is used to verify the consistency of the utilities of obtained
consequences. For example, the above steps are used to solve the utilities of
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C3 , C1 , C5 , C3  C1  C5 is set to find - p ，0  p  1 ，making C4 ~ p C3  (1  p )C5 ，
so： u  C1   p u (C3 )  (1  p )u  C5 

If this relation can not use given utility to approximately satisfy, the previously given
utility has major errors, which should be amended. Through repeated comparison, the
given utility function approximates the decision maker’s preference model of various
elements in P. In this way, the given utility function is the cardinal utility function. If the
event we study is determined, the consequences of such events are not affected by
natural state, because they are all determined. For such event, we can use ordinal
utility to express decision maker’s preference on various consequences of event. In
this condition, the decision maker does not need to bear any risks. The utility defined
by this paper is the quantification of decision-maker’s preference on consequences
under risks, so it includes decision-maker’s attitude towards the possible risks of
uncertain events (such as lottery draw, investment and so on). This kind of utility is
called as cardinal utility.

3.2 The

relationship between utility theory and

investment risk decision-making
3.2.1 Criteria of expected utility

Regarding the issue of risk decision-making, the modern economics has a well-known
theoretical model –“expected utility model”. The model was put forward by Von
Neumann J. and Morgenstern O. and others by inheriting the 18th century
mathematician Daniel Bernoulli’s answers to St. Petersburg Paradox and strict
axiomatizations. The basic connotations of the model are: the utility level of the final
result under risks is obtained after the decision maker’s weighted valuation on various
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possible results, and the decision maker seeks the maximization of expected utility
formed after the weighted valuation. This process is inseparable from decision
maker’s attitude towards risks. The risk preference of decision maker can be
expressed by the slope of linear indifference curve of expected utility function. In other
words, the greater the slope, the greater the risk preference; the smaller the slope, the
lower the preference. The utility is the quantification of consequence value. Under
uncertain conditions, no matter what decisions made by the decision maker, he will
encounter with unexpected consequences. Therefore, before the quantitative
decision-making, the utility of all consequences must be determined. According to
rational behavior axiom, the decision maker should choose the decision with greatest
expected utility as the optimal decision.

Here, we use the decision tree to describe the application of expected utility criteria.
As shown in Figure 3-3, the square dots are decision dots, the round dots are
opportunity dots, d1 , d 2 , d 3 are decisions that can be selected by the decision maker,
and the corresponding branches are decision branches. In the figure, the 1 ,  2 , 3 are
states, which are determined by the objective circumstances, and corresponding
branches are opportunity branches. Each opportunity branch is indicated with the
probability Pij , it shows the probability of state  j when choosing decision di .
The U (di ,  j ) is used to express the utility of result jointly generated by decision and
state.
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Figure 3.1 decision tree
According to VonNeumann and Morgensterrl Theory, if the preference model of the
decision maker on various consequences of a decision is rational, namely a certain
rational behavior axiom can be met, the utility function can be used to express his
preference model on consequences. Moreover, the utility when he adopts a certain
decision is the following expected utility:

n

U (ai )   pij u  ai , j  , i  1, 2,...m
j 1



In the above formula, U di ,  j



is the utility of decision di when the condition is  j ,

and pij is the probability of consequence

 d ,  .
i

j

It can be seen from the above analysis that the use of expected utility criteria is
generally divided into four steps:
First step

: form the decision problem.
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Second step: determine possible consequences of various decisions, and set the
probability of various consequences.
Third step

: determine the preference of decision maker, give the utility value.

Fourth step : evaluate and compare decisions.

3.3 Application of Utility Theory in Vessel Investment
Risk Decision

When carrying out the decision analysis of vessel investment projects, the preference
of investor is an important factor. The risk aversion investors and risk-seeking
investors would choose different programs. Therefore, it is necessary to use expected
utility criteria to optimize program. The study of Von-Mongenstern (1947) shows that if
the decision maker accepts a series of assumptions of “rational behavior axiom”, he
can compare various programs by calculating expected utility. Different decision
makers have different utility U.

3.3.1 Practical application of expected utility criteria in UO
company

In the risk decision of vessel investment project, if the expected value of net present
value is consistent with the standard value in the vessel investment program, the
expected utility criteria should be used to optimize programs. The actual example of
UO company’s vessel investment will be used to specify the application of this method
and different choices on programs of decision makers with different risk preferences.
UO is a logistic company set up in 2004. Due to the great service, sales performance
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has experienced sharp increase in successive years. Vessels have been bought by
self-raised capital and were put into liner shipping operation since 2007. Thanks to the
idea of cautious management, this company has turned into a private-owned ship
owner with 15 vessels from a logistic company.

In order to increase the transport capability for routes in Southeast Asia, the UO
company plans to invest in vessels. There are two programs A and B. According to
forecasts, profits and corresponding probabilities of programs can be seen. For details,
please see table 3.2

Table 3.2 Program A and B
unit：
Program A
Probability P
Profit F
20%
50%
30%

$10,000

Program B
Probability P
5000
2500
-500

Profit F
30%
60%
10%

3000
1500
0

EMV ( A) ( P1 XFA )  20%  5000  50%  2500  30%  (500)  2100
EMV ( B ) ( P1 XFB )  30%  3000  60%  1500  10%  0  1800

As EMV ( A)  EMV ( B) , program A should be selected in accordance with expected
return criteria. However, in table 3.1, although the expected return of A is greater than
program B, the program A’s possibility of suffering the loss of 5 million RMB is 30%.
For such a small shipping company like UO shipping company, such a situation will
make the operation of the company get into difficulties. Therefore, the
decision-making under risks is not always consistent with the level of expected return.
The expected return criteria should be used to conduct the program risk decision
analysis from the perspective of interests of decision makers with different risk
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attitudes.

Assumptions:
X - risk-seeking decision-makers
Y - risk aversion decision-makers
Steps to calculate the utility values of X and Y:
1. Set the utility values of optimal result and worst result of the decision selected as 1
and 0. Namely, U(5000)=1，U（500）=0.

2. Suppose that the decision-maker needs to choose between two programs: program
C can obtain a fixed amount of income; program D is 50 million RMB income of P
probability, then (1-P) probability suffers loss of 5 million RMB. In order to determine
the equivalence point between program C and program D, P value should be adjusted
until the decision maker believes that there are no differences between C and D. At
this time, the utility values of different returns of probability P1 can be gained by the
following formula, namely U ( F )  1 P1  0  (1  P1 ) . Therefore, two decision-makers
X and Y’s equivalence values of different returns are shown in Table 3.3 and Table
3.4.

Table 3.3 X’s equivalence values of different returns
unit
$10,000

DECISION-MAKER X
B

P(5000)

A

1-P (-500)

0%

10%

20%

30% 40%

50%

60% 70% 80% 90%

100%

100%

90%

80%

70% 60%

50%

40% 30% 20% 10%

0%

5000

C

C

C

C

C

3000

C

C

C

C

C

2500

C

C

C

C

1500

C

C

C

0

C

C

-500

：

1D

C

C

C

C

1

1

1D

D

D

D

D

0.5

1D

D

D

D

D

D

0．4

1D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0．3

1D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0．2

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0

D

C

U

Table 3.4 Y’s equivalence values of different returns
DECISION-MAKER Y
B

P(5000)

0%

10%

20%

30% 40%
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90%

80%

70% 60%

50%

40% 30% 20% 10%

5000

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

3000

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

2500

C

C

C

C

1C

C

1500

C

C

C

C

C

0

C

C

C

C

C

1D

D

D

D

-500

C

1
D

0.8

1D

D

D

0.7

1D

D

D

D

0.6

1D

D

D

D

D

0.5

D

D

D

D

D

0

Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 show X and Y’s process of choosing the equivalence point.
The cell in the table means that the program A is selected under such a situation; B
means that the program B is selected under such a situation; the 1 in the cell means
that program C and program D can be selected under such a situation, namely 1
means the equivalence point.

3. Calculate the expected utility values of X and Y for program A and B, and make the
final decision. Utility values can be calculated by the following formula:

EUV (i )   Pj  EUV (ij )

EUV (ij ) —— the utility value of return j in program i.
X：

EUV ( A)  20% 1.0  50%  0.4  30%  0  0.4
EUV ( B)  30%  0.5+60%  0.3+10%  0.2=0.35
X chooses program A
Y:

EUV ( A)  20% 1.0  50%  0.7  30%  0  0.55
EUV ( B)  30%  0.8+60%  0.6+10%  0.5=0.65
Y chooses program B
It can be seen from the above case that different preferences of investors will lead to
different decision results. Risk-seeking investors will choose program with high
expected return and neglect its risks; while risk aversion investors pay more attention
to risks of programs, so they will choose programs with low expected returns and low
risks. When conducting risk analysis of vessel investment projects, the expected utility
theory should be used, so that the results of risk analysis can be more scientific and
34
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rational, and investors can make right and practical decisions. If the decision maker is
not satisfied with the result of analysis, new information should be collected. Moreover,
such information should be used in the decision analysis. At this point, the Bayesian
analysis should be used.

However, although UO Company is a small shipping company which does not means
it is a risk aversion decision-maker. Therefore, there are two aspects to prove which
type of risk decision-maker UO Company belongs to.
Firstly, Table 3.5 describes the profit of UO company’s every business in five months
this year.

Table 3.5 the profit of UO Company’s every business from Jan to May in
2011
1 Jan

6411.1725

2 Jan

-768.045

3 Jan

1193.8425

4 Jan

130.1175

5 Jan

140.7375

6 Jan

121.8

7 Jan

75.9975

8 Jan

111.3

9 Jan

140.805

10 Jan

69.45

11 Jan

0

12 Jan

129.03

13 Jan

55.6875

14 Jan

244.68

15 Jan

464.58

16 Jan

186.8925

17 Jan

8445.2775 Jan total

18 Feb

1193.8425

19 Feb

173.7525

20 Feb

616.0575

21 Feb

48.27

22 Feb

79.5

23 Feb

-92.0025

24 Feb

1690.7475

25 Feb

883.305

26 Feb

98.6025
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27 Feb

31.6875

28 Feb

757.485

29 Feb

55.9575

30 Feb

77.055

31 Feb

862.5

32 Feb

736.38

33 Feb

13765.1475

34 Feb

405.9225

35 Feb

214.8825

36 Feb

201.8925

37 Feb

184.1925

38 Feb

174.075

39 Feb

320.49 Feb total

40 Mar

8868.045

41 Mar

1402.8

42 Mar

263.3775

43 Mar

306.495

44 Mar

457.08

45 Mar

91.8

46 Mar

1045.9725

47 Mar

323.1225

48 Mar

3084.9075

49 Mar

11395.11

50 Mar

7886.76

51 Mar

-8635.275

52 Mar

-4705.23

53 Mar

203.2575

54 Mar

-6348.195

55 Mar

-3575.97

56 Mar

7.2075

57 Mar

75 Mar total

58 Apr

130.9425

59 Apr

245.9025

60 Apr

244.6875

61 Apr

9774.54

62 Apr

-6168.285

63 Apr

619.2

64 Apr

232.5075

65 Apr

-619.3725

66 Apr

349.0875

67 Apr

6900.99

68 Apr

4128.57

36
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69 Apr

127.065

70 Apr

162.66

71 Apr

-80.505

72 Apr

-1794.2175

73 Apr

206.43 Apr total

74 May

598.215

75 May

3440.037

76 May

15058.4175

77 May

329.475

78 May

108.4425

79 May

182.9475

80 May

137.5125

81 May

35.8275

82 May

56.0775

83 May

14460.20

164.82 May total

20111.77

From Table 3.5, it reflects that the total profit in Feb and May is higher than other three
months. Meanwhile, this report also reveals UO Company’s income tends to make
profitable, in spite of loss in a few business. As a result, the financial position of UO
Company is upbeat. It will not lead to the decision – maker choosing the Program in
contrast to his risk type if he is a risk-seeking decision-maker.
The second aspect is a research report Risk appetite test of UO Company’s Boss.

Table 3.6 A research report Risk appetite test of UO Company’s Boss.
Reported by MR. WU
Gender

MALE

1 Age
A Under the age of 30

B

30~59

1 C Older than 60

2 Which kind do you think you are belong to
A Adventurous

1B

Take risks with reflection

C Risk - adverse

3 If you have won in a game ,which way you will choose?
A $15000, 20% probability

B

$5000, 50% probability

C

4 There is a good chance for invest, but you should borrow from bank.Wether you will do it?
A will do it

1B

5 The aim of investment

37
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get profit to invest
again

B

accept short-term swings
and looking for long-term
profit

stable value-added
C and permit some
movement

1

Compared with the performance of the shipping market, which trend would be according with your
investment?
A

much
market

better

than

B

better than market

1 C keep with market

7 Which one will conform to your attitude in three years about ship investment? If there is a loss.
A never mind

B

under some pressure

1 C can not endure

8 Based on the experience, when 60% capital assigned to high-risk program, you will feel
A take it easy

B

a bit worried

1 C very nervous

9 If the ship price were down almost 20% which you invested in the first year, what will you do?
A buy another one

B

total

nothing

C sale

2

4

Based on the report, it will be graded with method as follow:
A: 3; B: 2; C: 1, and the total mark will be 2*3+4*2+2*1= 16.
Consequence: The mark of X - risk-seeking decision-makers will be 17~24
The mark of Y - risk aversion decision-makers will be 8~16
Therefore, UO Company should be a risk – aversion decision-maker.

Chapter 4 Bayes’ Risk Analysing Method
4.1 Bayes’ theorem

Bayes theorem shows how to calculate the posterior probability of certain reason for
the consequence based on the existing prior probability and conditional probability.
Bayes formular is as follows:
n

P  Bi | A  P( A | Bi ) P  B i  |

 P( A | B ) P( B )
i

i

i=1

B1 , B2 ,..., Bn -- a set of mutually exclusive complete events, i.e. all Bi are
mutually exclusive, and

B

i

  . And if P  Bi   0 , then for any event A,
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P  A  0 .
n

P  A 

 P( A | B ) P( B )
i

i

i=1

P  Bi | A   P ( Bi A) | P  A  =P ( A | Bi ) P ( Bi ) | P  A 
In Bayes formular, P(Bi) is the existing probability before the test, and therefore
is called prior probability. While P  Bi | A  is the desired probability, which shows the
probability of event Bi on condition that event A happens. Because it happens after
the test, so we call it posterior probability. Bayes' theorem is to calculate posterior
probability based on the prior probability and the conditional probability related to it.
If the prior density of  under natural condition is  ( ) , and the posterior
density  ( | x) decided by the observed result X is  ( | x )  f ( x |  ) ( ) | m( x ) .

f ( x |  ) -- likelihood function
m( x) -- predictive functional

m( x) 



f ( x |  ) ( )d




f ( x |  ) ( i )

 is continuous variable

 Z

m( x) 

 is discrete variable,  (i ) is the probability

i Z

of status i .

4.2 Bayes’ Risk decision making

Bayes' theorem is widely applied in the decision making analysis of random problems,
which is based on the prior distribution of status and the loss function of the
consequence. Because the prior information of many decision making problems are
inadequate and the prior distribution can only make subjective estimation according to
the prior information acquired by the decision maker, therefore setting prior
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distribution can hardly reflect the objective truth accurately. If the result of analysis is
very sensitive to the prior distribution, that is the tiny variation of the prior distribution
shall obviously change the analysis results, the new information of status should be
collected by test, so as to improve the evaluation on the probability distribution of
status and ameliorate the accuracy of analysis.
Usually the state variable  can not be observed directly by test. Only the
stochastic variable X which has relation to  can be observed. For the given  , the
conditional density function of X is f ( x |  ) . When f ( x |  ) is given, the value of risk
function can be calculated by loss function. For the given prior density  ( ) , the
Bayes Risk can be calculated by risk function. Bayes’ Risk Analysing Method is to
choose a decision rule to minimize the Bayes’ Risk. From this we know that Bayes
Risk Analysing Method can only be used when prior density  ( ) and loss function are
there and they can be set values. If the loss function is l ( , a) , it shows the state of
decision is  , and the decision maker’s action is a. As the loss function value may be
negative, the loss of decision maker resulting from his action can also reflect his profit.
The greater the utility is, the less the loss will be. This is to use utility function to define
loss function, that is, to make l ( , a )  u ( , a)
The result of random decision problem has the characteristics of uncertainty,
which is aroused by the state uncertainty. The probability distribution of state
uncertainty can not be obtained through too many repeated tests carried out under the
same condition; instead, the decision maker can make subjective estimation. So we
call it subjective probability. The decision maker makes subjective estimation
according to his prior information——the decision maker’s information before
collecting information of state by testing when doing Bayes’ Risk analysis. The
probability distribution determined by state prior information is called prior distribution.
In utility theory, we have demonstrated that expected utility can show the attitude of
decision maker comprehensively in risk. Therefore, expected loss is certainly a
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correct measure of decision maker’s loss in risk.
The state of decision problem  can not be observed directly in risk, so the prior
distribution can only be set subjectively. If people need to collect new information to
improve the subjectively-established prior distribution, they have to observe another
variable that has some relation to  , for example, X. As X can be affected by another
random factor, the given  can be any random variable.
Set: F ( x,  ) ——the conditional distribution function of X

f ( x |  ) ——the conditional density function of X
*——the sample space of random variable
When the decision maker obtains the observation result through test, he will take
action according to X

 ( x ) ——the decision maker’s action is to observe some function of X, and
function  is the reflection from sample space * to decision space A.

 ——the assemblage of decision rule 
If the true state is  , the decision rule adopted by decision maker is  .

R( ,  ) ——when  is set, the expected value of l ( ,  ( x )) for X is the risk
function

R ( ,  )  E l ( ,  ( x ))
E

——the expected value for variable X determined by given 

So the risk function R( ,  ) is the expected loss of decision rule adopted by decision
maker when the true state is zero.

R( ,  ) 



l ( ,  ( x )) f ( x |  )dx

x

X is a continuous random variable

R( ,  )   l ( ,  ( x)) f ( x |  )
x

X is a discrete random variable,

Because the decision maker makes subjective estimation for the prior density  ( ) of
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the random state  , he then, when doing decision making analysis, needs to give
expected
is

value

of

risk

function

R( ,  )

for



,

that

r ( ,  )  E  R( ,  )  E  [ E l ( ,  ( X ))]

r ( ,  ) 




R ( ,  )   d 

Z

l ( ,  ( X )) f ( x |  ) ( )dxd




Z x

X is a continuous random variable

r ( ,  )   R( ,  )     l ( ,  ( X )) f ( x |  ) ( )
 Z

 Z x

X is a discrete random variable,

r ( ,  ) is called the Bayes’ risk of decision rule  for 
Suppose:

1 is better than  2 and

r ( , 1 )  r ( ,  2 )

If the prior relationship of decision rule in △ is appropriate for Von
Neumann-Morgenstern axiom, then there is certainly an optimal decision rule  that
minimizes r ( ,  ) in △. This optimal decision rule is marked as  , the Bayes’ risk for
prior density  makes

r ( ,   )  inf r  ,  

.

4.3 Building ship investment risk model
4.3.1 The theory model for ship investment risk
Bayes’ risk analysis method combines utility and new influencing factors to building a
theory model for ship investment risk, solving the optimization problem of ship
investment project. As only the utility theory is used to estimate the investment project,
when optimizing, the decision maker, lacking information, usually thinks the result of
analysis is not made with overall consideration of all factors. So using Bayes’ risk
analysis method to build models can get more scientific and reasonable result.
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Making models

Conditions:

1. the complete prior density function is known;
2. Investors that detest risk;
3. Certain freight volume
4. Operating cost, income and freight volume are mutually
independent.

Function：１． l ( I , a ) ——loss function
In the ship investment project, the thing that the investor concerns most is how much
profit he can get when ships are put into operation. Utility can measure the preference
degree for risk of the decision maker. Utility function can define loss function as
follows:

U ( I )  m  nI  kI 2
So

l ( I , a )  u ( I , a)  (m  nI  kI 2)   kI 2  nI  m

U——utility function
U(I)——the utility function for the income from the operation of ship
investment projects
I ——operation income
m, n, k——constant

U ( I )  m  ne  kI ——the utility function of exponential form for the investors
who detest risk.
 kI
 kI
Then, l ( I , a )  U ( I , a )  (m  ne )   m  ne

k>0
m<0
Set the minimum utility value=0, the maximum utility value=1, then determine the
income utility value ranging from the minimum utility value and the maximum
utility value. Use them to build a equation set to calculate the parameter value,
then take the parameter value into the formula, you can get the expression of
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utility function.
2. The relevant factors that affect the income
The method to calculate the income after ship is put into operation:
Set the quantity of goods i in the ship route j in the year of t is
freight rate for goods i in ship route j in the year of t,

Qtij

,

Ptij

is the

ROt is the other income in

the year of t, then the total income for year t can be expressed as:
m, n , k

Rt 

Q

tij

 Ptij  ROt

tij 1

OSt OPt
,

is the port operating cost for

OCt

is the other cost of that year.

Then the average flight cost can be expressed as:

(OSt  OPt ) / N t  t , and the

Set the sea operating cost for year t is
year t,

Nt

is the flight frequency for year t, and

operating cost of year t is：

Ct  OSt  OPt  OCt .

Set the total income of year t is

Rt , the depreciation cost of year t is Dtr , then
n

the net income from operation for that year is:

I t  Rt  Ct   Dtr
t 1

From all above, we can see that if the tonnage value is C, the income of the
investment priorities is I, and then the net income from the ship investment project
n

is:

NPV ( I )   I t | (1  r ) m  C
t 1

From the above functions we can see the main factors that affect the income
from investment are capital cost, operating cost and income level. The capital
cost can be calculated in preliminary stage of the ship investment; the operating
cost, to some degree, can be controlled by the ship-owner and the income value
is determined by the international shipping market. The international shipping
market is shaky. When the annual freight volume remains the same, the income
from the investment fluctuates with the change of income. And the main source of
the change of income attributes to the rise and fall of the freight rate, so the
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investor can make further analysis of the decision function according to
information of the freight rate.
3. Ship investment risk model
Set the present value of income is i, the different level of freight rate is P, the
density function of freight rate on some income level is f ( p | i ) , the prior density
of income is  (i )
I

P

I

r   l ( I ,  ( P)) f ( p | i ) (i )
i 1 p 1
I

i 1 p 1

P

I

P

  ( m  ne  ki ) f ( p | i ) (i )

  (ki 2  ni  m) f ( p | i ) (i )
i 1 p 1

P

r   l ( I ,  ( P)) f ( p | i ) (i )

i 1 p 1

or

the specific probability of income and freight rate of the investor

r

 

l (l ,  ( P)) f ( p | i ) (i )dpdi

r

iI pP



 

 

l (l ,  ( P)) f ( p | i ) (i )dpdi

iI pP

( ki 2  ni  m) f ( p | i) (i)dpdi

iI pP


or

 

( m  ne  ki ) f ( p | i ) (i )dpdi

iI pP

The investor can establish the probability distribution of freight rate and income
according to the historical data.

4.3.1.2

The feasibility of the model – UO Company as an

example

Because the development scale of UO company has continuously expanded, and the
plan to buy a second-hand Panamax vessels with DWT 6000MT was taken into
consideration. According to the description of the type of decision-maker mentioned
above, UO should be risk aversion investor. As concerned for the probability of
operating condition and the corresponding profit level, there are two Program A and B.
known conditions:
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1 means good condition，whose probability p1 is 0.7;  2 means bad condition,
whose probability p2 is 0.3. Program A will earn five million dollar under condition

1 ，or earn three million dollar under condition  2 。Meanwhile, Program B will make
10 million dollar under condition 1 , or have nothing under condition  2 .
Utility Theory Outline expounded utility function expressing the attitude concerning
risk of the investor, which adopt the forms of exponential function as follow:

1
(1  e0.02 t ) ——utility function concerning yield from the investor
0.865
1
l (i ) 
(e 0.02 t  1) —— loss function
0.865
u (i ) 

Based on the functions above, they will be l (100)  1 ， l (0)  0 ， l (50)  0.73 ，

l (30)  0.52
In above, UO Company has forecasted market prospects by three indexes, and the
BDI which reveals the trend of freight.
contrast,

y2

y1

represents the condition of freight rising. In

means freight dropping. Suppose the accuracy of forecasting result for

0.75, and then both conditional probabilities of predict rise and fall are 0.75.

 1   0.7
  2   0.3

——prior probability of investor

f ( y1 | 1 )  0.75, f ( y1 |  2 )  0.25
f  y2 | 1   0.25, f  y2 |  2   0.75

——conditional probability

Then the prediction probability is:

m( y1 )  f ( y1 | 1 ) 1   f  y1 |  2    2   0.6
m( y2 )  f ( y2 | 1 ) 1   f  y2 |  2    2   0.4
Posterior probability:

 1 | y1   f ( y1 |  1 ) 1  | m( y1 )  0.88
 1 | y2   f ( y2 |  1 ) 1  | m( y2 )  0.44
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  2 | y1   f ( y1 |  2 )  2  | m( y1 )  0.13
  2 | y2   f ( y2 |  2 )  2  | m( y2 )  0.56
DECISION ONE：if the prediction result of freight rising, the investor will choose
Program A instead of B. Rather, the forecasted freight falling, the
investor will select alternative B.

a1  1 ( y1 ), a2  1 ( y2 )
Expected shortfall：
2

E ( , 1 ( y1 ))   l ( , a1 )  , y1 d  0.73  0.88  0.52  0.13  0.71
1

2

E ( , 1 ( y2 ))   l ( , a2 )  , y2 d  1 0.44  0  0.56  0.44
1

Bayesian risk：

r ( , 1 )  (0.71)  0.6  (0.44)  0.4  0.60
DECISION TWO：If the prediction result of freight rising, the investor will choose
Program B instead of A. Rather, the forecasted freight falling, the investor will select
alternative A.

a1   2 ( y1 ), a2   2 ( y2 )
Expected shortfall：
2

E ( ,  2 ( y1 ))   l ( , a1 )  , y1 d  1 0.88  0  0.13  0.88
1

2

E ( ,  2 ( y2 ))   l ( , a2 )  , y2 d  0.73  0.44  0.52  0.56  0.61
1

Bayesian risk：

r ( ,  2 )  (0.88)  0.6  (0.61)  0.4  0.77
It will found that

r ( , 1 )  r ( ,  2 ) ，so the second decision should be better.

According to the analysis of the example, as a risk aversion decision-maker, UO
Company should select Program B. Because Program B will make profit about 10
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million dollar which is 5million dollar more than Program A’s when the prediction
freight going up. Based on combining the real data from UO Company with the risk
model of vessel investment, the consequence is according with the analysis before.
Therefore, it proves this model to be scientific, and can be used in practice.

Chapter 5 Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the risks that ship investment may encountering, this paper
established a ship investment risk model with Bayesian decision rules minimizing risk,
utility theory and forecasting method. And the aim of this research is to bring forward
more rational methods or ideas to solve ship investment risk assessment.
In the analysis of ship investment projects, the decision-makers must consider not
only investment income but also to consider the investment risk. Ignoring the
existence of risk will only lead to more failure of investment projects, and therefore
they must judge and weigh between return and risk, then the choice of program
depends largely on the decision maker's attitude towards risk. It can be shown by the
utility function, most investors are risk averse. And this paper establishes a
risk-averse investor's utility function expression.
Ship investment risk analysis requires a lot of information, and access to information
is a gradual process. So the result would be more accurate if decision-making
process utilizes new information constantly for revised analysis. Bayes method is
such a method that corrects the prior density with new information firstly, and then
analyzes the program with the posterior density.
Therefore, this paper establishes the ship investment risk modal with utility function
Bayesian method and forecasting, selects the better program with the principle of
Bayesian risk minimization, and proves the effect of the modal by the example of UO
Company.
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One advantage of Bayes analysis is adopting better action to reduce the loss of
expectation by improve decision-makers’ understanding of natural condition with
experimental simples. However, there is a question about whether it is worthwhile to
do experiments continually, which will be paid. So I hope to find some research
methods for melioration.
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